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Ref: License Applications for Springfield Farm 8th March 2021 
 
I am writing regarding 14 recent Premises License applications submitted for activities at Springfield Farm. The 
applicants are named as follows: 
 

Rise N Rave Ltd  
Nigel O'Connor 
Ercan Mehmet  
Meshach Mcdonald  
Red Room Records Limited  
Dirty Stereo Promotions Ltd 
Syn Events Ltd 

Billie Farrant 
Motiv Enterprise Ltd 
Daniel Oliver & Ryan Thomas  
Miles Mason 
Jack Edmunds 
Clinton Pharaoh 
Luke Abraham 

 
The license applicants have submitted very similar applications for licenses at the same venue running in 
parallel. Given the similarity of these applications, would you please file my response in this letter against all 
of the above. I am objecting to these applications on the grounds of Public Nuisance. 
 
My home is only about half a mile from the application site, so it is very close to where the proposed events 
would take place. My concern with this venue stems back to July 2019 when there was a very loud continuous 
music event with intense pervasive beats starting during the day and continuing beyond 2 o’clock in the 
morning. Enjoyment outside my house in the afternoon was completely spoilt. In the hot summer I would 
normally keep windows open for ventilation, but it was impossible to get to sleep even with windows shut. At 
times I could actually feel the heavy bass beats and could also hear crowd noise. When I phoned the 
Environmental Health department at the time to report the disturbance, I was told that there had been 
several complaints and that the venue operators had broken their license conditions. There have been a 
number of such occasions. 
 
Springfield Farm is not a remote spot. Events involving loud outdoor music for up to 11 hours on any day of 
the week into the late hours of the evening would become a Public Nuisance to local residents. Adding to this 
the provision of alcohol, crowd noise would continue after the music had ended and would tend to become 
more boisterous through the day and evening. Examination of the locations of existing and future residential 
properties in the area shows the widespread impact that the disturbance would have. 
 
Concerning noise, I feel it is essential that an independent expert acoustic survey is carried out both on site 
and at residential locations around the site. There are no physical sound barriers visible at present. To 
summarise, my objection to the applications is that the activities will become a Public Nuisance because of the 
disturbance from pervasive noise over a wide range of time sought for the applicants’ activities on any day of 
the year. My primary concern is the disturbing volume and nature of noise transmitted beyond the site. 
 
Yours sincerely 


